
TAKING BACK OZ THROUGH BANKRUPTCY LIQUIDATION

By Christine A. Wilton, Esq. 

I remember watching the Wizard of Oz movie every 
sticking my fingers into the black olives and then eating them from my fingertips and stuffing my belly fully of all the 
trimmings that make up every traditional holiday meal, the family would then gathe
Wizard of Oz. I always looked forward to eating my piece of pumpkin pie with whipped cream while watching this classic 
film. 

Now, as a bankruptcy lawyer, I find myself breaking every illusion I can find about money, the banking system, wall street 
and the government. Last week, I was pointed to the 
article breaks down the symbolism presented in the original book and the movie and explains the entire illusion and how all 
the systems play a roll in keeping the American people in slavery (Debt).

I see a sequal to this: Dorothy (a babyboomer) is dying and her children take up her cause and become the hero 
protagonists that lead the munchkins (American public) out of debt and liber
and wallstreet) through bankruptcy. In order to do this, they must break the illusion that bankruptcy is the worst thing for 
credit scores because the masses still believe FICO is really important.
tells them is how well they manage DEBT (how ridiculous is this illusion now?).
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: Dorothy (a babyboomer) is dying and her children take up her cause and become the hero 
protagonists that lead the munchkins (American public) out of debt and liberate the masses from the wicked witches (banks 
and wallstreet) through bankruptcy. In order to do this, they must break the illusion that bankruptcy is the worst thing for 
credit scores because the masses still believe FICO is really important.  They must learn that the only thing their credit score 
tells them is how well they manage DEBT (how ridiculous is this illusion now?).  If there is no individual debt then what 

importance does their credit score hold? 

One of Dorothy's children is a bankruptcy lawyer in southern California
to be a hero) who, through her blog, continues to break down the walls and 
expose the lies being told about bankruptcy and one client at a time, sh
people to FREEDOM (financially speaking). The moral of the story is that the 
banks won't win in the end and the monetary system as we know will impload if 
the Wizard does not retire and if we don't kill the Wicked Witch of the East (again).

Bankruptcy is a valuable tool that dates back to the Bible. Financial freedom 
from debts permanently is the level of transformation that is needed here. If the 
American people take back Oz by refusing to do business with them (Mastercard 
and Visa) then they will "melt." 
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